USE YOUR FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS TO HELP FACILITATE U.S. DIPLOMACY WORLDWIDE.

Whether improving communications between the U.S. and non-English speaking governments, serving as a liaison to analysts and officials in the intelligence community, or monitoring human rights issues, a career in the Foreign Service with the U.S. Department of State means you can make a difference.

Your foreign language skills put you in a great position to join us at the forefront of international affairs. Although the hiring process is highly competitive, we give significant consideration to candidates with language abilities such as yours. In fact, when you pass the Foreign Service Oral Assessment you are eligible to take a telephone language test. If you test at a speaking level 3 or higher, you will receive .17 bonus points that will increase your ranking on the Final Roster.

For those with language proficiency in any of the eight critical recruitment languages listed below, you can test at a level 2 or higher to receive .17 bonus points. Even higher bonus points are available with additional, more thorough language testing in Speaking and Reading. Visit careers.state.gov for details.

- Arabic
- Chinese (Mandarin)
- Hindi
- Korean
- Pashto
- Persian (Dari)
- Persian (Farsi)
- Urdu

As a U.S. citizen, you are America. And you can represent America to the world.

Visit careers.state.gov to learn more or speak with your Diplomat in Residence or recruiter.

★ CAREERS REPRESENTING AMERICA ★
careers.state.gov

U.S. citizenship is required. An equal opportunity employer.

Download the DOSCareers mobile app to explore diplomacy on the go!